Portland Timbers/Portland Thorns
Lesson Plan Form
Coach:

Session date:

John Madding

Theme:

Team/Age:

U9s

1 v1

Stage

-Vision
-Spacial awareness
-Keep ball close

Activity 1

SHARK TANK (10-15min)
Kids dribble in a grid or
circle. One person is it and
tries to tag dribblers.
Click to insert session diagram

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

BATTLE BALL (15-20min)
Form 2 lines. Throw ball
out and first person from
each line goes to the ball.
Players try and win ball and
then pass back to coach. If
defender wins ball then
they try and pass it back to
coach

Progression:
-To make it easier for dribblers have
two sharks. They must hold a
penny between them and therefore
run together. Which ever shark
tags someone they become a
dribbler
-Create a "safe beach" just outside
the circle or grid. Only one kid in
there at a time and when a kids
enters the other must leave
-Change direction
-Moves
-Decision making
-Creativity

Activity 2

CORNER CONES (10-15min)
Set up grids next to one
another. Pairs play 1v1 in
grids. The cones are the
goals and players can go to
any of the 4 cones

Objectives

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

Progression:
-Limit the number of cones they
can go to

-Attacking
-Turning
-Vision

Click to insert session diagram

Click to insert session diagram

Interactive Forms created by www.academysoccercoach.com

Print Form

-Use arms for balance and to
protect ball
-Keep head up and scan
-Don't be afraid to try something
Discovery Question:
-What did you have to do to keep
the shark from you?
-When did you keep the ball close
to you?

-Use body to faint
-Various parts of the foot
-Change speed, quick step
Discovery Question:
-Did you ever change the cone you
were going to? Why?
-What move did you do to change
direction

-Move into path of over play as you
get to the ball
-Body between defender and ball
until you can turn
-Use faints and change of speed
-Take the little opening either with
a dribble or pass

Progression:
-Have more than one player go
after ball
-After throwing ball move 5-6 yards
to a different spot
Discovery Question:
-How did you know where the
defender was?
-How did you find me to make the
pass to?
- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

7v7 with goalkeeper
(20-25min)

Key Coaching Points

Email Form

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
If the kids ask you a question about
the rules of the activity or
something else you have already
explained tell them to talk with a
teammate and figure out the
answer.
HOMEWORK:
Dribble around yard and anytime
you come close to an object do a
move and pretend you get by the
defender.
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